English-Poetry

Learning intention: to write a poem

Today you are going to write your poem.
Each verse is going to start with the same sentence
On my way to school I saw
Then add one of your ideas from yesterday.
On my way to school I saw
An elephant
Now think of word to describe it

On my way to school I saw
An elephant
A huge elephant
Continue adding a new descriptive word on each line
On my way to school I saw
  An elephant
  A huge elephant
  A huge stripy elephant
  A huge stripy purple elephant
  A huge stripy purple friendly elephant

Now think of a way to end the verse
It made my Mum jump out of her skin!

Repeat this pattern with the other things you thought of yesterday. Write it in your book or use the frame below
On My Way to School

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________